INTRODUCTION

This document explains a typical tire pressure monitoring (TPM) system specifically intended for automotive use. It serves as a reference to design a real-world system based on various Microchip products. A TPM system primarily monitors the internal temperature and pressure of an automobile’s tire. There is a variety of system approaches to follow, although this one is a rather comprehensive auto-location system.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The TPM system consists of the following major component.

- Sensor/Transmitter Device
- RF Receiver Module
- Low-Frequency (LF) Commander Device
- Control Unit
- Pressure Vessel (Tire)
Sensor/Transmitter (S/TX) Device

There are typically five S/TX units per vehicle, one per wheel, and the spare tire. Each unit has a unique serial number enabling the system to distinguish between each tire. When mounted within a vehicle tire, the S/TX periodically measures internal tire pressure, temperature and battery condition. It then sends a RF signal composed of the measured information to a central receiver. The device described in this document is based on Microchip’s rfPIC12F675 and the pressure and temperature sensing is performed by the Sensonor SP-13, a sensor IC (www.sensonor.com). The unit is also equipped with a LF receiver unit, used to communicate to the S/TX device and to enable it from a Sleep state.

RF Receiver Module

A central RF receiver module receives transmissions from the individual S/TX devices. The receiver can also be used as a remote keyless entry receiver, saving on overall system cost. The design of the RF receiver module falls beyond the intent of this document. A functional RF receiver module is assumed.

LF Commander Device

The LF commander is designed to send specific commands to the S/TX unit via a 125 kHz ASK modulated signal. The LF link communicates over a short distance (1 meter or less), thus making it capable of communicating with the wheel in its immediate range. LF magnetic communications is well suited for sending commands to the S/TX devices. These commands, when received by the S/TX device, instruct it to carry out specific tasks.

Control Unit

The control unit is responsible for initiating communications, interpreting received data and reporting the relevant information back to the vehicle. The unit will only be treated from a system overview perspective.

Pressure Vessel

The pressure vessels (tires) are the measurement subjects, with pressure and temperature values measured and reported.

TPM Sensor/Transmitter

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- Modulation Format: ASK
- Operating Voltage: 2.5-3.6V
- Low-Voltage Alert Threshold: 2.5V
- Quiescent Current: TBD

RF Specific:

- Transmit Frequency: 315 MHz
- Transmit Interval: 60, 15 or 5 seconds (LF selectable)
- Power Output: +9 dBm into 50 Ω load
- Operating Current – Transmit: 12.5 mA at max RF power

LF Specific:

- Input Frequency: 125 kHz
- Input Sensitivity: TBD

Pressure Sensor Specific:

- Pressure Sensor Range: 50-637 kPa absolute
- Temperature Sensor Range: -40–125°C

The schematic for the TPM S/TX is shown in Appendix A: “Schematics”.

THEORY OF OPERATION

The S/TX device comprises two integrated circuits:

- Microchip’s rfPIC12F675 MCU/RF transmitter IC
- Sensonor SP-13 (pressure, temperature and low-voltage sensor IC)

In addition, the S/TX also includes LF input circuitry. This circuitry allows the S/TX device to receive special commands via the LF link. Refer to Appendix A: “Schematics” for additional circuit detail.

rfPIC12F675 Transmitter IC

The rfPIC® microcontroller, based on the PIC12F675, was chosen as the heart of the S/TX for several reasons. First, the PIC12FXXX series of microcontrollers are widely used for transmitter applications and millions of PIC® microcontroller devices are currently used in transmitter applications today. Second, this device features an internal RC oscillator, thereby reducing the external component count which, directly reduces module cost as well as circuit board size. Third, this device includes the RF transmitter circuitry, which again reduces external component count, cost and overall size of the circuit board. The rfPIC12F675 also has an internal comparator which plays an important role in decoding the information from the LF link. The internal comparator helps reduce overall part count, thereby further reducing module cost and circuit board size. Lastly, the rfPIC12F675 features a 10-bit Analog-to-Digital converter, allowing the designer to use analog output pressure sensors.

The rfPIC microcontroller performs three functions. It monitors the data line from the SP-13 sensor IC and from the LF input, and assembles and transmits a RF message at periodic intervals.
After application of power, the rfPIC microcontroller executes an initialization procedure and goes into a Sleep mode until a state change is detected on either the SP-13 data line or the LF input. Either of these inputs generates a wake-up, causing the rfPIC microcontroller to transition into the Run mode. If the wake-up was generated by the SP-13, the rfPIC microcontroller reads the incoming data, assembles the data into an appropriate message, and transmits the message via the RF transmitter. Once the RF message is sent, the rfPIC microcontroller reenters the Sleep mode. If the wake-up was generated by the LF input, the rfPIC microcontroller interprets the LF message, executes the command and then reenters the Sleep mode.

RF Circuitry

The PLL style transmitter within the rfPIC microcontroller requires minimum external components to complete the RF transmitter. The fundamental frequency of the transmitter is determined by Y1. To derive the appropriate crystal frequency, simply divide the desired transmit frequency by 32. For example, if the desired transmit frequency is 315 MHz, the crystal frequency is 9.84375 MHz.

Loop antenna L3 is matched to the single-ended RF driver via C3 and C8, which also form the resonant tank. Refer to application note AN831, “Matching Small Loop Antennas to rfPIC™ Devices” (DS00831) and application note AN868, “Designing Loop Antennas for the rfPIC12F675” (DS00868) for additional technical detail on selecting the appropriate component values for your RF application.

Capacitor C4 is selected to provide decoupling for the 3V supply. Be sure the components selected for your application have a self-resonant frequency well above the desired transmit frequency. The filter formed by L2 and R6 further help decouple the high frequency energy from the rest of the circuitry. The R6 also de-Q’s the antenna.

The output power of the transmitter circuit can be adjusted via R8, maximum power is obtained when it is left an open circuit. The transmit power can be changed per the “Power Select Resistor Select” table located in the “rfPIC12F675” Data Sheet (DS70091). This is also useful when trying to certify a product to FCC regulations.

FIGURE 2: RF CIRCUITRY
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Sensonor SP-13 Sensor IC

The SP-13 sensor IC performs several functions. It measures pressure, temperature, and generates a flag when the battery voltage drops below a predetermined threshold. The SP-13 has five unique modes:

1. **Storage mode**: If the pressure is below 1.5 bar, pressure is measured every 60 seconds but no data is sent. If the pressure increases above 1.5 bars, the component shifts into the Initial mode.

2. **Initial mode**: This mode occurs at power on or if the pressure increases above 1.5 bar from Storage mode. In this mode, pressure is measured every 0.85 seconds and data is sent every 0.85 seconds. This sequence is repeated 256 times. After the sequence is repeated 256 times, the device shifts into the Normal mode only if pressure is above 1.5 bar. If the pressure is below 1.5 bar, the device will shift into the Storage mode.

3. **Normal mode**: Pressure is measured every 3.4 seconds and data is transmitted every 60 seconds. If the measured pressure differs by more than 200 mbar from the reference taken every 60 seconds, the device enters a Pressure Alert mode.

4. **Pressure Alert mode**: It is the same measurement and transmitting pattern as the Initial mode.

5. **High Temp Alert mode**: If the temperature exceeds 120°C, the SP-13 device enters into the same measurement and transmitting pattern as the Initial mode.

The SP-13 also includes a 32-bit identification number that is programmed into the device at the time of manufacture. This unique ID, when used by the central receiver, allows differentiation between S/TXs.

Sensonor, as well as several other manufacturers, continue to offer enhanced pressure sensing devices of varying functionality. Therefore, it is recommended that a TPM developer thoroughly research the market prior to making a final pressure sensor selection.

![FIGURE 3: SENSONOR SP-13 SENSOR IC](image)

**LF Input Circuitry**

The LF input is designed to receive and demodulate a 125 kHz signal and transform the received data into a specific command. The LF input circuit makes use of the internal comparator of the rfPIC microcontroller, thereby reducing cost, module size and quiescent current. The LF input circuitry features a LC tank circuit that is tuned to 125 kHz. The LF sensing input comprises L1 and C11. L1 is specially designed by Coilcraft for this type of application. It provides good sensitivity in a compact package. A conventional coil could be used in its place, but overall circuit sensitivity or range would be reduced. Schottky diode D3 is used to clamp the voltage developed across the LC tank to safe levels. The output of the LC tank circuit, after passing through current limiting resistor R5, is fed into the rfPIC microcontroller comparator's negative input. The comparator’s positive input is configured as VREF through the rfPIC12F675 VREF module. The output of the comparator is then fed into an envelope detector consisting of Schottky diode D2, capacitor C9 and resistor R3. C9 and R3 are selected to provide adequate filtering of the LF frequency without rounding the edges of the desired data signal. The output of the envelope detector is then fed directly into a port pin on the rfPIC microcontroller and used to process the LF data.

Without a limiting diode, the LF input circuit may be prone to being overdriven when strong LF fields are present. This can be seen when the LF commander device is in close proximity to the S/TX device. The envelope detection circuit can be abandoned to reduce cost, but doing so would require additional data extraction software.
Details of the LF transmission format and the specific commands can be found in the Section “LF Commander”.

**RF Transmission Format**

The encoding method used for this demonstration system is the 1/3-2/3 PWM format with TE (basic pulse element) time of 400 μs and a bit period of 3xTE or 1.2 ms.

**FIGURE 5: RF TRANSMISSION ENCODING METHOD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bits</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preamble</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter ID</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Logic ‘1’**
  - [TE][TE][TE]
- **Logic ‘0’**
  - [TE][TE][TE]

**Preamble**: The preamble is a series of 31 logic ‘1’ bits followed by a single logic ‘0’ bit. The preamble allows the receiver to recognize the RF transmission as a valid S/TX message. The preamble also allows the receiver to synchronize to the RF message, thereby compensating for any oscillator inaccuracies within the transmitter. The system designer may vary the number of preamble bits based on system requirements. Longer preamble bit lengths may be appropriate where receiver quiescent current is an issue. Shorter preamble bit lengths may be appropriate where S/TX battery usage is a concern. In either case, it is purely a trade-off between receiver quiescent current and battery power consumed by the S/TX device.

- **Transmitter ID**: The 32 transmitter ID bits are used to uniquely identify each S/TX. A frame of 32 bits ensures that there is a very low probability that any two S/TXs will have the same ID.

- **Pressure**: The pressure in kPa is obtained by multiplying the unsigned binary value of this byte by 2.5.

- **Temperature**: The temperature in degrees C is obtained by subtracting 40 from the unsigned value of byte 8.

- **Battery**: Bit 7 of this byte indicates the battery condition. A logic ‘1’ is considered normal while a logic ‘0’ indicates a low battery voltage.

- **Status**: This status byte contains the following information:
  - **Bits 0 and 1**: Indicate operating state of sensor IC
    - 00 = Initial or Storage mode
    - 01 = Normal mode
    - 10 = Pressure Alert mode
    - 11 = Temperature Alert mode
  - **CRC (2 bytes)**: Implement according to CCITT standards.
LF Commander

THEORY OF OPERATION

The system proposed in this document is based on an auto-location system, enabling it to detect the position of a specific S/TX device. This requires a LF commander device at each wheel arc and possibly at the spare tire mounting position.

Having a handheld LF commander unit can enable a lower cost system. Although, this would require that the system be manually relearned after a tire rotation, the S/TX device is able to detect tire rotation or some other system to engage data transmission. The LF commander device is capable of sending commands to the S/TX device via a LF transmission such as:

- Enable RF transmissions
- Disable RF transmissions
- Transmit an immediate message
- Transmit at 60-second intervals
- Transmit at 15-second intervals
- Transmit at 5-second intervals

The LF commander unit is based on the PIC16F628 MCU device. Communication between the LF commander and the S/TX is accomplished via magnetic field. When the LF commander is transmitting a message, it is essentially creating a magnetic field by exciting a series LC circuit. The LC circuit is excited by the PIC® microcontroller PWM port. This port is set up to generate a 50% duty cycle at 125 kHz. The command data is then modulated on this 125 kHz signal in the form of ASK modulation. Functionally, this is accomplished by instructing the PIC microcontroller to toggle the PWM port between 0% and 50% duty cycle at the rate of the data.

LF TRANSMISSION FORMAT

The encoding format used in the LF link is a 1/3-2/3 PWM format with 400 μs T E (basic pulse element). Selecting 400 μs T E or greater ensures the magnetic field generated by the series LC circuit has adequate time to rise and decay, without requiring too much wave shaping of the recovered square wave in the S/TX circuitry.

The transmission data format for the LF link is shown in Figure 6.

---

**TABLE 1: BIT FUNCTIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bits</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01101101</td>
<td>Enable RF transmissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10010010</td>
<td>Disable RF transmissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10101010</td>
<td>Transmit an immediate RF message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10110110</td>
<td>Transmit at 60-second interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11001100</td>
<td>Transmit at 15-second interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11010011</td>
<td>Transmit at 5-second interval</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Preamble**: The preamble is a series of 15 logic ‘1’ bits and 1 logic ‘0’ bit. This reduces the chance of the S/TX receiving erroneous data from electronic devices that generate strong 125 kHz fields. Computer CRTs and switching power supplies are examples of such devices.

**Command**: These 8 bits of data contains the specific command that the S/TX is being asked to perform. Table 1 illustrates the various commands (MSB is left most column).

**SUMMARY**

TPM use in the automotive industry is growing, driven by customer demand, improved safety, and possible compulsory-usage legislation. Microchip’s low-cost rPIC devices are well suited for the application and help reduce the overall TPM system cost.

The use of rPIC microcontroller-based S/TX makes for a flexible solution that allows for the merging with existing systems such as security, PKE, RKE and more.
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